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Diversions

Entertainment

Sports

Physician's Assistant
opens doors
in medical field p. 3

Latino film, "Painflower"
shown Saturday 7:30p.m.
at Media Theatre. . p. 5

Midnight Madness opens
Bronc's basketball
p.8
season.

(News ShortsJ
For Your
Information
Today - SGA meeting at 4:30
p.m. in UC 306.
Circle K International will
meet at noon in CAS 259.
Tuesday -ADA workshop for
UTPA clubs in UC 306 atl :30
p.m. Student organizations are
legally responsible for providing
reasonable accomodations requested by persons with disabilities at club-sponsored events.
Ms. Esmeralda Guerra, UTPA
compliance officer for ADA,
will offer advice and guidelines
for clubs.
Oct 19-The American Marketing Association will host a
guest speaker at noon, in the
School of Business, Room 118.
The speaker is Huincar Pefia
from the World Trade Center.
Oct. 21-Student Leadership
'95 at Embassy Suites, 8:30
a.m.-4:30 p.m. The fifteenth annual student lead hip training all
day conference offer a variety
of workshops for officers, members, advisors of UTPA student
organizations. Topics will include effective communication,
self-analysis as a leader, assertive training, motivating members , conflict/anger management, University policies and
procedures for clubs, etc. The
$10 registation fee includes confere nce sessions, workshop
handouts, and lunch .

State
, The I0th hurricane thi storm
season, Roxanne, could hit the
Valley this weekend. Drifting
westward, the Category 3 hurricane will most likely hit Mexico.
"The best chance is that it will
strike Mexico," said Greg Flatt,
National Weather Service forecaster.
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The investigation sourrounding
the Arizona Amtrak derailment
continues. The operation has ben
named Operation Split Rail. A
note was found at the site, and it
has been traced to the Sons of
Gestapo. The same hotline used
for the Oklahoma City bombing
is now being utlized for tips in
this case.

World
Trains, subways and buses
stopped across France, when
more than 5 million French civil
servants went on strike Tuesday
because of a pay freeze. Premier
Alain Juppe refused to hold salary talks until sµmmer. Unless
the french government decides
to negotiate the unions have
threatened more strikes.

Adams seeks reinstatement
University says 'No go'
David Waltz
News Editor

University officials will ignore
the results of a polygraph test
taken by former head men's ba ketball coach Mark Adams late
last week.
Adams, in an attempt to be reinstated as the Bronc's chief,
said Monday in a press conference that his reputation has been
damaged, so he took a polygraph
test to clear his name.
"It's been ve1y difficult for my
family, never the le s I remain
committed to the basketball program and will do everything possible to continue an acclaimed
basketball program," Adam
said.
Sinecio Gutierrez, a former
FBI agent with 30 years of experience giving polygraph examinations, stated that Adams
was truthful in his responses to
questions concerning his direct
The Pan American/Liza Longoria
involvement in NCAA allegand hi lawyer John Tippit r le ed re ult of polygr ph test at a
Mark Adam
tions.
press conference Monday in the Fieldhouse Courtyard In a bid to be reinstated.
The move by Adams to be reinstated as head coach caught
Questions asked fonner head coach Mark Adams by Slneclo Gutierrez, fonner FBI agent
university officials by surprise,
and polygraph expert. In the opinion of Gutierrez, all of Adams' answers are truthful.
but they are unmoved by the reTest series one
sults of the examination.
1. Did you ever pay for any player's medical care? "No•
"We had no idea that he
2. Did you ever ask Terrance Rone to mislead Investigators? "No"
(Adams) would try this," Neal
3. Did you help Terrance Rone sign up for correspondence algebra? "No"
Rieke, assistant to the president,
4. Did you provide assistance to Terrance Rone when he took his final algebra examination? "No"
"Our position hasn't
said.
Test series two
President Nevarez set
changed.
1. Did you provide any assistance to Greg Black or Fabian Mina in correspondence courses? "No"
the course of action two weeks
2. Did you arrange for the men's basketball team to have exclusive use of the campus gym other
ago, so Mark Adams will not be
than during the season? "No"
reinstated as head basketball
3. Was the University aware of our off campus basketball camps? "Yes"
coach."

Tim Thoma , Adams a si tant, wa appointed interim
coach to keep continuity in the
program, Rieke aid . If a
coach were pulled off the team
in the middle of a ea on, it
could hurt the team ; and a
coach ha enough to deal with
be ides having po ible allegation hanging over his head,
Rieke said.
The NCAA has given no indication demanding or encouraging UTPA to remove Adam
as head coach, John Tippit ,
Adams' attorney, stated in a
pres relea e concerning his
dialogue with the organization.
However, point 4 of the letter of inquiry a ks the univerity to respond to the allegation that "then coach Mark
Adams ... made arrangements
for basketball student athlete to
obtain medical treatment from
local physicians at no cost. .. ,"
which would have been a violation of NCAA rules. Adams
is asked to re pond to other accounts involving the allegations made in the letter of inquiry.
Terrance Rone and Greg
Black, the two former Pan
American atheletes named in
the Southeastern scandal in
which they allegedly received
assistance from UTPA coaches
in correspondence courses,
have each signed statements
that they received no help directly from Adams in these
courses.

Fire hazards draw 25 universities attend
graduate school fair
SGA 's attention
Jessy Coder
Staff Reporter

Safety concerns for dorm students have
been rising. One of the main concerns is
compliance with fire codes. Student government officials have taken steps to enforce proper procedures, and promote suitable living conditions within the dorms,
ensuring dorm students' security.
In respon e to continuing student complaints, SGA President Joseph Leonard
and Sen. George Anthony Guajardo visited the men's dorms July 6. A resident of
the dorms gave them a tour of the areas
he was able to access.
Where fire safety is concerned, Leonard
and Guajardo recognized seven faults.
Complaints reported to Santiago
Villanueva, director of housing and recreation are:
• Smoke alarm wires are bare and may
present a hazard;
• Throughout the building there are bare
electrical outlets;
• No fire escapes are available;
• There is no sprinkler system."
Other concerns recorded by office assistants at the dorms were air conditioning and thermostat failures, dirty air filters, water leaking from the dorm roofs,
commode problems and failures with the
dorm buzzers.
Also several faults were found within
Troxel Hall, the men's dorm.

''

If there is a fire in
the hallway, they
(mobility impaired)
can't get out."
George Guajardo
SGA Sergeant-At-Arms

"There's a metal disk (plate) on the
walls in the dorms," Guajardo said. "In it
there is a box that looks like there are possibly wires connected to it, and people
place trash in there. If nothing else it
hould be covered. I'm saying that it may
be a possible fire hazard if wires are connected to it.
"Also, there were several halls that were
closed. I was told they were closed because they smelled of raw sewage, and
everyone was denied access to them."
Guajardo also said the wires to the
smoke alarms run along the ceiling, but
there is covering to prevent the wires from
being pulled down.
In a memo responding to Leonard and
Guajardo, Villanueva stated that most of
the problems had been addressed. Those
that were not, depended upon the 199596 budget.
The concern expressed by SGA representatives about exposed wires was countered by Villanueva's re ponse that exposed wires had not been found. Guajardo

See Fire Safety, p. 2

include Texas A&M College of Medicine, Texas A&M College of Veterinary
Staff Reporter
Medicine, UT School of Law, UT at
Twenty-five universities will attend
Galveston Graduate School of Biomedithe Graduate and Professional School
cal Sciences, Texas Women's University
19,
Oct.
p.m.,
12:30
Fair from 9 a.m. to
School of Physical Therapy, and Texas
in the University Ballroom.
Women's University School of Library.
Derly Guajardo, placement, co-op and For complete list see the adjacent box on
testing director, expects more unive_rsithis page.
ties to sign up for the event.
Students who attend the fair will be
"That does not mean others will not
able to find out about admission
sign on later," Guajardo said. "Some of requirements and talk to advisers about
the largest universities in the state will
any questions they might have.
be there, covering a wide scope of
"It is a good place to make contacts,"
majors."
Guajardo said.
The universities will be recruiting
Instead of having to call or go to a
students interested in pur uing careers
university they are interested in, stumedicine,
as
in different areas such
dents here can learn about programs
engineering, journalism, chemistry and
available at other universities.
physical therapy.
"It gives students a chance to learn
For more information on the fair,
about the different resources available to
contact the Placement Office at 381 them when they normally would not
2243.
have the time to do so otherwise,"
The universities signed up so far
Guajardo said.

Thelma Meza

Universities signed up for the Graduate & Professional School Fair
Lamar University
LBJ School of Public Affairs
Our Lady of the Lake University
South Texas College of law
Southern Methodist University
St. Mary's University School of Law
Texas A&M University . _ Texas A&M Univ. Health Science Center
Texas Tech University
Tehas Women's University
Tulane University-School of Social Work

University of Houston Law Center
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
University of North Texas-Graduate School
University of Texas at Dallas
University of Texas at Arlington
University of Texas School of Public Health
University of Texas at San Antonio
University of Texas School of Law
University of Washington
University of Houston
University of Texas at Galveston
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Spring advisement set for Oct. 19
Kathy Clemente
Staff Reporte

Mandatory academic advisement for the spring semester
will run from Oct. 16 through
Oct. 27.
Students who need to apply
for an emergency loan must
apply between Nov. 15 and
Dec. 12.
Students are encouraged to
apply early for emergency
loans because oflimited funds.
"There is a certain amount of
money available to students,"
said Mike Carranza, account
representative of the Loan Col1ections Office.
Students need advisement to

Fire cont. from pg. 1_
said that he was unable to physically go and point them out.
. SGA also found problems with
students' ability to leave the dorm
in case of fire .
"The only problem I see about
fire escapes is for persons with
mobility
impairments,"
Guarjardo said. "If there is a fire
in the ha11way, they can't get out."
However, Villanueva said the
university is in compliance.
"According to the latest offi. cial inspection, the dorms are in
compliance with the Rehabilitation Act of 1974," Villanueva
said. "The outside wheelchair
elevators of both halls were going to be removed and at this time,
they have been removed."
Villanueva also said "the third
fillll~Plla'lcll
floor lobby access (to Troxell
Hall) is never locked because it
Daniel Tobola takes aim during his archery class while
his instructor Ms. Pebworth looks on.
· does not have any doors leading

Roll Call

help with the selection of
classes and for important deadlines such as payment for
classes.
Counselors are sending letters to students for appointments so they can select classes
that which apply on their degree plans.
Telephone registration for
spring will start on Oct. 23 and
end Nov. 24.
Other important dates that
students should watch for are
Sept.15 for Spring '96 award
letters; Dec.15-Jan. 2, drop and
add; and Jan. 3, when fees must
be paid.
Payments for spring are due
by 4:30 p.m. Dec. 13.

The following are the Student Goverment Association me~bers
who were either absent or present at the Sept.19 meeting.

.,

Present Absent

College of Arts and Sciences
Roxanna Tanguma
Truman Campbell
George Anthony Guajardo
Aileen Mata
Laura Montemayor

.,
V

School of Business
Romeo J . Diaz
Brittany Wills
Louey Carrizales

Present Absent

School of Education
Lisa Hudgens

to it other than the doors leading
to the stairwells, and these doors
do not have locks on them."
A memorandum sent to Albert
Ochoa, deputy director, from Juan
Garza, maintenance, stated that
"specia1 attention was given to the
concerns expressed by the SGA
Housing Committee in regard to
the men's dorm," and that recent
adjustments had been made.
The memorandum noted that a11
lighting fixtures, switches and receptacle covers had been checked
and repaired or replaced as needed
and that all emergency light fixtures had been checked and batteries ordered as needed. Also, all
broken or damaged thermostats
had been replaced.
The Edinburg Fire Marshall's
office has not been to the dorms
because they have no legal jurisdiction over the dorms or any
other building on campus.
"We've developed a really good

I VI

Present Absent

I

School of Health Related Sciences
Hector De Leon
Allan Dobbs

I~ I

Senator at Large
Lee Keyes
Michael Pruneda
Jonothan McCurley
David Solis

1·!lin'1

Graduate
Yolanda Lopez

I

University Prograin Board
Audrey Leonard

I VI

,
We are open to
all suggestions
and comments.
Come by U.C.
322 to drop off
your letters to
the editor.

Present Absent

I V I

Present Absent

relationship with the buildings
going up ( on campus) ... .I can't say
that the dorms have ever been
checked out by the office because
we have no authorization; but
wheneverwe'reca11ed in for a fire,
we check out things there," Shawn
Snyder, assistant fire director of
the Edinburg Fire Department,
said.

I

I

FOR YOUR A VON BEAUTY
NEEDS, and other A VON products,
stocking stuffers, etc. call 262-2867
or 383-6793. Christmas catalogs
available. Leave message.
FAST FUNDRAISER-raise $500
in 5 days. Greeks, groups, clubs,
motivated individuals. Fast, easy.
No fmancial obligation. (800) 8621982 Ext 33.
STUDENT REPRESENT ATIVE. Fast easy money. Motivated individual needed to head up
marketingprojecton camp~. (800)
862-1982 Ext 60.
MACINTOSH COMPUTER for
sale. Complete system including
printer only $499. Call Chris at 1800-665-4392 ext. 9030.
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Last week's winner
for Greek contest was
ASME
Free SUMO wrestling
8 p.m. to 9 p.m.
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PA program opens doors or students in medical ield
Omar Gonzalez
Features Editor

Sometimes going to the doctor's
office can become a outing instead
of a quick visit. Patients arrive at
the doctor 's office with appointment in hand only to find out that
the doctor can't see them.
After 45 minutes of waiting in

the lobby, patients have to wait
another 15 minutes to get the doctor to examine them, while the
doctor is checking on five other
patients at the same time. It can
make the patient feel like just another face in the crowd, taking up
room in the medicine cabinet of
di sease-stricken patients.

But, many patients may not
have to go through this type of scenario again thanks to the growing
field of physician assistants.
Just what is a physician assistant?
A physicians assistant is a
graduate of an accredited physicians assistant program who is au-

The Pan American/Liza Longoria

Jack Runyan is one of the two physicians assistant that works at the Student
Health Services office on campus.

thorized by the state to practice
medicine under supervision of a
licensed physician.
In defining the role for the physician assistant, the Association of
American Medical Colleges has
indicated the student should be
able to elicit a history and perform
a physical examination; to organize and present the results of the
history and examination, along
with related laboratory data; to
perform certain diagnostic and
therapeutic procedures; and to
coordinate the roles of the other
technical assistants.
In essence, the physicians assistant differs from other allied health
science personnel in being educated and trained largely by physicians and employed by physicians who share their practice by
specifically assigning tasks and
responsibilities. The physician remains medically, legally and administratively responsible for the
patient; the physician assistant is
directly and administratively responsible to the physician.
But, a student wanting to go into
the PA program must first fill out
many forms and meet several prerequisites.
"Students come by to the College of Health Sciences to send
off for another fonn," James Williams, PA studies junior, said.
"UTMB in Galveston will send
back a check-off list in which the
student must meet several prerequisites. If too many prerequisites
are not met, the student will not
be eligible for the program."
Williams is also the president of
the Julian Castillo Association of
Phys ician Ass istant Students
(JCAPAS). The organization was
formed to represent the PA studies program at the local level. Dr.
Julian Castillo, who died last November, was the former director
of the Di vision of Health Related
Professions at this univesity. He
was instrumental in building the
nursing and health programs here.
Nationally, the PA program was
started by the chairman of the
Department of Medicine at Duke
University Medical Center when
he attempted to train and use clinical nurses in specialty units to increase patient accessibility to
medical care.
That effort failed because of the

Lunch Buffet $4.so
Lunch Special SJ.so

Buy any 6" Sub and regular drink at
regular price and get a second 6" sub of
equal or lesser price for 69¢ any day,
any time.
Good at Edinburg store only!
Not good in combination with any other offer.

380-2625
102 S. 2nd St. • Edinburg
(Across from UTPA)

Physiology
Biochemistry
Microbiology
Differential Diagnosis
Medical Ethics
Behavioral Sciences

Anatomy
Pharmacology
Clinical laboratory sciences
Physical Diagnosis
Obstetrics/Gynecology
Pathophysiology

Plus Clinical Rotations
Family Medicine
Internal Medicine
Pediatrics
General Surgery
Emergency Medicine
Psychiatry
Ambulatory Clinics
Physicians' Offices
Acute and Long-Term Care Facilities
(Emphasis is on Primary Care)

To Become Certified
Pass National PA Certification Exam
Developed by National Board of Medical Examiners
(Open only to graduates of accredited PA programs)

To Maintain Certification
Log 100 CME Hours Over 2-Year CycJe
Sit for Recertification Exam Every 6 Years

• Reports/Term Papers
• Laser Printing
• Typesetting
• Notary and Fax Service

Other Services Available
Confidential

Mon. - Fri. 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Sat. - Noon to 2:30 p.m.

STUDENT APPRECIATION MONTH

Class/Lab Instruction

• Resumes (Full Service)
• Cover Letters
• Application/Form Fill-In
• Transcription

Chinese Food Restaurant

the price of
a good
sandwich
just got
lower.''

"Around 2,000 students attended Career Day and there was
a lot of interest from school counselors and students about this
great, new option," Williams said .
Other schools they attended
were Weslaco High School, where
they gave six presentations; MedHigh, where they gave seven presentations to health occupation
career students; STCC; and here
on campus.
"A lot of students came by who
had no idea what a PA was or did,"
Williams said.
Currently, there are 20 to 25 PAs
from one end of the Valley to the
other. They practice in orthopedic
surgery, pediatrics, family practice, and state and county clinics,
according to Williams.
"The PA program can open the
door for occupation therapy and
physical therapy programs; it is a
really great program," Williams
said.
Students wanting more information about the PA program can
contact the PA office at room
l.122or call 381-2298.

SECRETARIAL SERVICES

Pekin(J.

''

lack of support by the National
League for Nursing. Denied of the
use of nurses, Dr. Eugene Stead
Jr. turned to another source of personnel-ex-military corpsmenthe education model for experience with fast track training of
doctors during World War II.
The program here was started
two years ago by Castillo.
"He was very good at finding
government monies to start organizations," Williams said. "After
many relations with UTMB he
was able to establish a program
that would float and be accredited."
A starting salary for a physicians assistant averages approximatelv $46,000. However, some
places will pay a beginning PA
$50,000 to $70,000 starting salary,
Williams said.
Friday, JCAPAS held Physicians Day Out, an event designed
to educate Valley students and
residents about what a PA does
and who can become a PA. The
organization went to McAllen
High School during Career Day.

•

Low Rates

•

Experience

Online Professional Services, Inc.
Professional Plaza, 4305 North Tenth,Suite F
McAllen,Texas 78504 Phone: (210) 630-4858 Fax: (210) 630-5775

Dinner
Mon. - Fri. 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Sat. 5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

I!r~_____

1900 W. University Dr• Edinburg
West of Whataburger
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We are Central Transport , one of the top ten LTL motor
carriers in the United States. We hire college graduates in
the above disciplines, train them in operations, and provide
them with opportunities for advancement into sales, logistics,
management, and more. We will be conducting on-campus
interviews on:

Dec 2
t.SAT.

November 3, 1995

•Small Classes
~ •Personal Attention t..
11 ,Full;length Actual Practic~ SA.T's-..
11 t-,Effective T-,st Taking StraJpgies c.
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Attention all Transportation &
Logistics, Management, Marketing,
and Communications Majors!
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liattd "itlt Princtton Uniw rsirv or £TS

If you would like to know more about us and be consid~red
for our interview schedule, sign up at the placement office.

We look forward to seeing you there!
Central Transport, Inc.
P.O. Box 80
Warren, Ml 48090

L.

ri

Equal Opportunity
Employer

CENTRAL TRANSPORT
An open road to opportunity
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Oct. 15th • Faculty Artist, Ruth Crews, voice · Fine Arts Auditorium ·
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3:00p.m.

Oct.16th. String Class Recital. FC 103 · Recital Hall· 8:

00

p.m.

'Painflower' to show on campus Saturday
Ray Quiroga
Staff Reporter

Chicano cinema has always been instigated at the grass root level. The Chicano
avenue of cinematic entertai nment has
tended to sustain itself outside of the Hollywood mainstream. This cinematic
movement was ushered thirty years ago
with the major breakthrough movie directed by legendary filmmaker, Luis
Valdez, called "Yo Soy Jaquin."
After what could be seen as a Chicano
stagnation in the 80s, there has been a reemergence in quality independent Chicano
cinema. Compared to the last generation,
this new wave of entertainment has a vibrant new edge. One of the most significant differences in the movement is that
many of the films made and still being
made are from Californian Chicano filmmakers.
Until recently, the Texan Chicano experience has never been portrayed on film.
An emerging group of filmmakers based
here in Texas have succeeded in bringing
their stories to the screen. This new group
of filmmakers call themselves "La Nueva

l'{ue va
Onda."
Onda" and span th
Garcia,
who
was
wide spectrum o
born in California, is
Chicano filmmaka self proclaimed
ing.
"La Nueva Onda"
army rat, moving
may mean differen
from place to place
during his childthings for the Raz
hood. His family ulinvolved, but they
timately settled in
are all striving fo
Rio Grande City.
the same goal. The
Garcia received has
movement is combachelors degree in
prised of indepensociology
from UTdent filmmakers
Pan
American.
form Texas, but as
Throughout that
Nueva Onda directime, Garcia had no
tor Fred Garcia mendoubt
that his destioned, in spirit, the
tiny laid in cinema.
movement incorporates Chicano film- L-..-..;;_,:;__ _ _ _ __
"I can recall staySpecial to the Pan American/Enrique Garcia ing up late as a child
makers from across
the country. As Pedro Garcia Jr., Lizzie Marinez and Jesse Borrego star in the movie and watching movies like, "Yo Soy
Garcia noted, "If you "Painflower," showing 7 p.m. Saturday at the Media Theater.
look at the history of Chicano cinema, you tempt to continue this school of filmmak- Jaquin;" movies that are my inspiration,"
will find that films like "Zoot Suit" and ing that is being threatened by generic said Garcia. In September 93, Garcia went
"El Norte" were made independently be- Latin9 film projects of non- Mexican ori- to the first annual CineSol film festival
cause the industry refused to fund them." gin who are hired to act out Mexican roles. with the agenda of possibly selling one of
"La Nueva Onda," Garcia mentioned, is
With his debut, "Painflower," Fred his scree nplays called "Painflower."
specifically a Chicano response. It's an at- Garcia tries to further the evolution of"La Garcia recalls how his friends would laugh

at the idea of him going to the festival as
"nobody" and, all of a sudden, coming
out of the event with a deal to make a
movie.
But by the festival's end, he had not only
sold the idea but got producer/cinematographer Fernando Cano and leading man
Jesse Borrego to work on the film. Since
then, Garcia has premiered the film in the
most recent CineSol festival. The movie
was shot entirely in the Valley, using an
all Chicano cast which included Jesse
Borrego and newcomer Lizzie
Martinez. "They say that op.posite attract,"Cano said. "That must be the case
with us; we come from two different
angles of La Nueva Onda."
This Saturday, CineSol along with
MEChA will premiere "Painflower" on
campus at the Media Center. The Showing will begin at 7:30 pm and admission
will be free. After the movie, Garcia,
Cano, and various actors will be at hand
to answer questions. Amado Baldaras,
MEChA president said, "For the length of
the movie, we want to take the audience

See Painflower p. 5

'Roosters': spectacular effort from drama troupe
Jason Gutierrez
Staff Reporter

All the hype in anticipation surrounding Valente Rodriguez returning to the University Theatre
to star in the production of "Roosters" was definitely well deserved.
The opening night of the production was an anxious one for the
campus ... and for a good reason.
Rodriguez is making a name for
himself in Hollywood and to have
his company involved with this
particular production i a special
treat for everyone here on campus.
Rodriguez played the part of Hector W,e it was a glove. Rodriguez
never lost a second of emotion and
his comic timing couldn't have
been more on. However, as strong

as Rodriguez's performance was,
the other cast members held their
own.
Alberto Garza played the father
Gallo has returned after a seven
year prison tenn and the only thing
on his mind is fighting the family
rooster in a cock fight. Garza was
amazing as Gallo because he just
embodied all of the characteristics
of a man who places the cock fights
above his family.
Aileen Corpo , as Angela,
played this complex character with
a vibrancy and a believability that
left the audience in complete delight. Corpos had her hands full
with this character but she handled
the challenge with a professional
strength that I'm sure impressed

many. Susibet}t Villanueva, the experienced Tia Chata, provided the
comic relief to this piece. She carried the character with a charm that
left the audience rolling in their
seats. As soon as Villanueva
started to speak, I had forgotten
that she was a student. I was then
reminded of some of my own family members.
Mauro Flores, Jr. , as Adan, was
hysterical and brought new life to
a character that could have been
played as a stereotype. Instead of
falling into this trap, Flores added
a new comical dimension which
complemented the other actors.
The direction by Dr. Marian

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

0

613 SESAJIE DRIVE \VEST • HARLINGEN
In association with Adoption AJ:filiates

VALLEY-WIDE

Liumed by the Te.ra., Department of Health

.........•••••••••••••
..
.
HWHITE FLOUR

______

.HPATOS
.......
..._
TRY 'EM , YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM

PotoPlate
2patos of thesame
Spanish Rice, Ranchero Beans
16 oz. coke

FOR .FASTER SERVICE CALL!
EDINBURG . . . . 383-0725

~

D~T

~

-LJLL...&.1-..L&-ll............_

Open : Tues. - Fri.

9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sat. by Appl.
Closed Mondays

m

By Appointment only

380-6588
2014 W. University Dr.
Edinburg

Mon. - Sat.• 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Thun. · Open 'Iii 7 p.m.

SPECIALIZING IN HANDMADE FLOURTORTILLAS
MRS. G'S OWN HOMEMADE RECIPES.
ALL FOODMADE FRESH DAILY ON PREMISES

OPEN DAILY 7 .A.M. SUNDAY 8 A.M.

• THE GAfJ • LIMITED • EXPRESS •

McALLEN'S UPSCALE
RESALE PLACE
Fashions/or
Women and Children

$2.99 SPECIAL

Proliding choices in Reproductive Health Care

For Information Call:
(210) 428-6242 or (210) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-464-1017 !Uexico: 95-800-010-1287

iB

~~?

&tPATO

Reproductive Services

Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd 'lrimester)
Horning After Treatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services

Special to the Pan American/James A. Hawley

Mike Ruiz, Susibeth Villanueva, Alberto Garza Jr., Adina Flores, Alleen Corpos and
See play P• 5 Mauro Flores Jr., star in the Unversity Theatre production of "Roosters".
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REMEMBER •.• RESALE IS ~
THEULTIMATEWAY
TO RECYCLE!
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The Courtyard
5401 N. 10th St., #115
McAllen• 686-5437

HOURS:

~In
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Tues - Sat
10a.m. ~ 6p.m.

•

~• SS3&lX3 • 031J~n • rJ't/'::J 3H1 • l~~

f'r&O;,~ladies Cl'JmJ

2214 N. Tenth St. · McAllen • 682-4940

RIO GRANDE
BRAND NEW
2 BR/ 2 BATH
LUXURY APARTMENTS
1 mile north of Pan Am on Sugar Rd.
(Daffodil Estates Subdivision)

EACH APARTMENT 925 + SQ. FT.
FENCED. LANDSCAPED.
AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS.
ASSIGNED COVERED PARKING.
SECURITY ALARM SYSTEM.
LARGE BACK YARD.
VAULTED CEILINGS.
WALK-IN CLOSETS.

CEILING FANS IN EACH ROOM.
GOOD CENTS APARTMENTS.
DISPOSAL, REFRIGERATOR,
WASHER & DRYER CONNECTIONS
IDEAL FOR ROOMMATE OR
FAMILY PLAN.
ONLY MINUTES FROM PAN AM
AND SCHOOLS.

RENT ... $495 includes water & trash pickup . .$350 Deposit.

Available Oct.15, 1995.
Now Taking Apllications
CALL ALEX Ai 682-1819 ... OR 638-6427 .

LUXURY LIVING AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

~:-;..
.

'

ORTHOPAEDIC
INSTITUTE
Specializing in Sports Medicine
Arthroscopic and Reconstructive Surgery
of the knee and shoulder.
Bill Snyder M.D.

Orthopaedic s'ur-geon

Adult and Children
Fracture Care Sports Medicine Athletic Injury
Joint Replacements On-The-Job Injuries 2nd Opinion Consultations

320 Lindberg Center, McAllen

x Ray

Tel. 210. 686. 2669

_fONVENIENT DAY AND EVENING HOURS. SAME DAY APPOINTMENTS.
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I THE Crossword

"How to Make an American
Quilt"
Winona Ryder, Ellen Burstyn,
Anne Bancroft
Universal Pictures
When sewing together a remarkable cast along with a deeply
moving tory, you will have "How
to Make an American Quilt."With
most chick-flicks such as this, the
theme remains the same: men are
nothing but gutless dogs! But really, in this particular film, the director Joycelyn Moorhouse seems
to set free this frequent pattern of
male- bashing. Finn (Winona
Ryder) is a Berkeley graduate student who is spending the summer
at the cozy home of her grandmother, Hy (Ellen Burstyn), and
great aunt Glady Joe (Anne
Bancroft), thinking over a marriage
proposal from her boyfriend, Sam
(Dermot Mulroney). At first
glimpse, "How to Make an American Quilt" probably looks more
like "Reality Bites into a Fried
Green Tomato." The only difference is that before you realize what
is happenjng, you actually begin to
care abou t these characters and
their life-shaping stories.Holly Meisel

***

"Assassins"
Antonio Banderas, Sylvester
Stallone and Julianne Moore
Warner Bros.
Stifled gunfires of thud-thud
are the loudest sounds made in
"Assassins," a movie about professional killers, starring Antonio
Banderas and Sylvester Stallone.
Stallone, much to my relief, plays
a more pas ive role which
trangely help one to appreciate
the movie a little more. Banderas,

play from p. 4

Monta is her best yet and the entire production wa probably one
of the best stage productions that I
have seen on campus. Nothing but
raves from this critic!
For more information call 381-

Courtesy of Universal Pictures

Winona Ryder and Johnathon Schaech star as Finn and
Leon in "How to Make An American Quilt."
(oohlala) the psycho-charged pressed"-ordinaryp eopletrapped
hitman, has definitely taken his in Babylon. Each tune resonates
character beyond the B-movie tale with the promise that faith can help
that it came from. Julianne Moore, one survive the troubles life can
a surveillance specialist, is the con- bring. The music is upbeat, and
fident gone whimpy mark in which Luciano's voice fills the spaces
the two renegad.es must destroy. above the sound with an integrity
There are a few suspenseful scenes that binds the whole package toin which Banderas and Stallone go gether well. His voice is reassurballistic.. .but to get to them, you ing and deep.
On such numbers as "Lord, Give
have to sit through all the homely
Strength" and "He is My
Me
decorated scenery. To my amusement (but not surprise) the beef of Friend," his voice encourages the
the movie involves Stallone who listener to sing along after one or
plans on leaving through the front two plays, for its tone sparks the
door of a bank, knowing that feeling of serenity that coincides
Banderas is directly above with the album's theme of finding
him ... waiting to kill him. Why God. "Just Like the Wind" redoesn't this guy just slip out a bath- minds the listeners of their mortalHolly Meisel ity and the importance of making
room window?
peace with themselves before their
inevitable death. More technically
Luciano
oriented than traditional reggae
"Where this is Life"
music, the album depends too
Island/Jamaica Records
much on synthesizers and clockReggae music has always ad- work drums in most of the songs,
dressed the spiritual aspect of hu- but the pleasant rhythm will elecmanity. Luciano's release, "Where trify the senses. If there were such
There is Life," carries a message a genre as "Christian-reggae, "
of hope for what Bob Marley and Luciano would be its rising star. Peter Tosh called the "down- Raul M. Chapa

ACROSS
1 Teasdale
of poetry
5 Bondsman
10 Marsh bird
14 Of an age
15 "That's-"
16 Part of a
church
17 Vermont
product
19 Weight
allowance
20 Trainee
21 Strong dislikes
23 They're born
In late summer
25 Of currents
26 Drafted
30 Llkesome
foods
33 Deserve
34 Flower part
36 Finished to
poets
37 Tree resin
38 Quibble
39 Accumulated
knowledge
40 Stowe character
41 Bobwhite
42 Misrepresent
43 Lowerln
dignity
45 Outshone
47 Sew loosely
49 Dorothy's dog
50 Curtails
53 Poncho
57 Power source
58 Northwest
landmark
60 Movedog
61 Instrumental
technician
62 Cockcrow
63 Onewho
answers: abbr.
64 Portents
65 Otherwise

1
2

3
4

DOWN
Large rig
Irish islands
Enthralled
Ejaculation
of praise

1

2

3

by Judith Perry
7

4

a

9

u
17

Thursday: 7 p.m.
CineSol at Cinemark
Movies1 O - McAllen

20

CineSol presents a screening
of 35 mm short works by the
Universal Pictures Hispanic
Film Project. Admission is free.

33
37

~4-0 ~-+-43

57

Saturday: University
Theatre - Edinburg

60
63

Milcha Sanchez-Scott, author of the play "Roosters", will
conduct a playwriters' workshop on Saturday morning,
sponsored by the Honors Program. The workshop is free to
all students, faculty and staff.
For more infonnation call Dr.
Monta 381-3586.

~1993 Tnbune Media Services. Inc
All R,gh1s Reserved

5 Lacks

ANSWERS

6 Australian
bird
7 Theater section
8 Praying figure
in art
9 End of the line
10 Source of
wickerwork
11 Spring ninnies
12 Expression of
understanding
13 Permits
18 Upright
22 Adored one
24 Flower part
26 Plant
27 Daring
28 Adonises
29 Eau - (bfandy)
31 Nest
32 Cornered
35 Colorold
style
38 Takes e,ccep•
tionto
39 Belgian hare

3 W
N I

N I
d YW
Y II 3
II Y S
50 Cicatrix

41 Dramat11
personae
42 Bewareof
this dog
44 Cappart
46 WNpers
48 Boredom

51 Stockings
52 Ratted
54 Of grandparents
55 Church benches
56 Sea bird

Sunday: Kuntry
Kitchen 2207 S. Hwy
281 - 380-6033
Featuring huge omelets, big
stacks of pancakes and
homestyle dinners at modest
prices and always served with a
smile. Hours are 7 a.m - 3 p.m
on Sunday.

!59 Understanding

Painflower from p. 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

into the world of Fred Garcia."
After the screening, Cano and
Garcia plan on taking the film to
various festivals around the Southwest.
Garcia said that the experience
of directing his first film taught
him a lot. When he now writes
screenplays, he can imagine exactly how he could direct a film.
The experience also acknowledges
the limitations he has to do with a
low budget. Garcia noted, "My
movies won't have car chases of
gun battles, but that's ok because I
favor dialogue."
One of his screenplays is cur3581 or go by the University The- validated I.D. Regular admission
rently in the finals in Robert
is $8.
atre Box Office.
Redford's Sundance Film Festival.
"Roosters" begins at 8 p.m. tonight through Saturday and at 2
p.m. on Sunday. Admission is free
TANNING SALON
for students, faculty and staff with

** -

He tries to carry three themes in
his writing. As he points out, most
of the Chicano movies are set in
the past. Fred prefers to make his
stories more contemporary. He
also points out that many Chicano
movies are not originally meant for
the big screen; they are usually
books or plays adapted to movies.

Garcia's ideas are original in that
sense. Finally, most of Chicano
cinema dose not tend to address
our unique region of the country;
Garcia's stories are all set in a fietional Valley town called Rendon .
The future prospects for this director, writer, Chicano activist and
renaissance man looks radiant.

Angel Wings Publication s

Pf

Specializing in:

Technical reports Resumes
Manuscripts
Graphs/Tables
Newsletters
Dissertations
Brochures
Theses
Come see us at Sou.th Texas Book & Supply
380-0345
1516 W. University Dr.

~~

504 N. 10th St. B • McAllen
(behind Tokyo Sushi Bar)

Marisel a's Ropa Usada
Now Buying Used Levis Jeans &..
Name Brand Used Tennis Shoes.
Come By For Quick Ca.sh!

2245 Austin
McAllen, 1X 78501
(210) 631-1244

682-2088

The University of Texas Pan-Am
Student Health Services with McAllen
Regional Imaging Center will offer
mammograms by mobile unit in front
of Emilia Hall on October 25.

Student Cut $5 • Regular Cut $7
Open Monday - Saturday • 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
1603 W. University, Suite 5 • Edinburg

brating 50 years in busines

83-8611
320 N . Closner
Edinburg

• Octobe r is Breast •
Awareness Month

Sonia's '13eautg S,

Boss's Day
October 16
50
Years

*

STARS

Thursd ays only
SAVE BIG

Pcrn1s $25.00 on hair no longer than
shoulder length. Cut & Perm only.

ON YOUR
FOOD BUDGET

l li!lll~ IIGIDll•-1 380-2239

1205 S. Closner • Edinburg • 383-5388
Across from HEB on Bus. 281

9 a.m. - 11:40 a.m. • 1 p.m. - 3:40 p.m.
The $50 fee is payable at time of service. This
includes radiologist interpretation. No Physician
referral is necessary. Appointments suggested.
Please contact Student Health Services at 381-2511
for more information. If special ac~ommodations
are necessary, please call Student Health Services
three days prior to the event so that appropriate arrangements can be made.

381-2511
-

Your Student Fees at Work!

LARGE BURGER COMBO
Large Hamburger,
Reg. Fries & 20 oz. Drink
with cheese 30¢ extra

EXTRA LONG HOT DOG
COMBO

MASTER OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLO GY
CLINICAL PSYCHOLO GY OR
EXPERIMEN TAL PSYCHOLO GY
The Department of Psychology and
Anthropology at the University of TexasPan American is accepting applications for
admission into the Graduate Program in
Psychology, which will be beginning a class
of students in Spring of 1996. Prospective
students should be admitted into the
Graduate School at UT-PA.

Regular fries & 20 oz. drink
Cheese 30i extra

Banana
Split 99¢
These low price specials show our appreciation for your
busines . Thank you for topping by our store.
Cash only, no bills over $20

For additional information, contact:
Graduate Psycholo~y Program
210 • 381-3329
DEADLl'.'IE FOR APPLICATION IS l>El'E:\IBER I . 1995
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Opinion
Etiquette rules!
Sometimes I wonder if
ANYONE at this university
has manners!
The one place where most
rules of etiquette are broken
on this campus is the elevators. That's understandable
when one realizes that few
buildings in the Valley have
elevators because in most
towns, buildings are one story.
It is really amazing how
much bad energy and tension a
place as small as an elevator
can create. To help you avoid
all that tension, here are some
helpful hints for Elevator Etiquette.
Rule #1 - When a herd of
people (hint,hint, in the CAS)
are standing outside the elevator, please try to wait for the
elevator in orderly fashion.
Don't create a road block for
other people trying to get get
down the hall in a hurry!
Rule# 2- When entering the
elevator, go all the way to the

back of the car. Don't stop in the
middle and refuse to move a centimeter. Other people have to get
on the elevator too! People don't
like being shoved into other people
just because SOME people are
not intelligent enough to move.
It's what you call common sense!
Rule # 3- After boarding the
elevator, do not push the button of
ANY flooruntil everyone else trying to board is on board. Pushing
the button signals the doors to
close, thereby crunching anyone
trying to enter the elevator.
Rule # 4- If you are in the front
of the elevator when it stops but do
not wish to get off on that floor,
politely step out so others may
exit, then reboard. If you don't
step out, you prevent others from
both exiting and entering.
Rule #S- If you are exiting the
elevator, exit quickly. Do not wait
for other people to board the elevator before you announce "Out
please."
Rule #6- If you are waiting for

the elevator, let everyone get out
of the elevator first. There is no
prize for being the first person in
the elevator. Besides, if you are
not careful, you could cause a
nasty collision!
Rule #7- If you are the closest
to the elevator controls- YOU are
the one responsible for taking floor
orders. Also, it is common courtesy that if the doors begin to
close.before someone can get on,
you should hold the door so the
person can get on. Note that it is
not necessary to push the door
open button. Just extend your hand
and hold the door; it will not close
completely.
Rule #8 - When you board an
elevator, do not hold the doors for
friends who are finishing a conversation down the hall. It may be
nice for your friend, but God help
the other people waiting and wait-

ing on the other floors.
Rule #9 - If you have to go
only to the second floor in the
UC, use the stairs! Why, you
ask? Good question! Scientific research has proven the
UC' s elevator is the slowest
in the world. Also, the elevator breaks down frequently,
so we need to preserve it!
Some of us who work on the
third floor run numerous errands during the day and have
to haul things up to the third
floor!
Many times it takes more
than five minutes for the elevator to come to the first
floor because it is always in
use or stuck on the second
floor while some fiend holds
the door until his friend finishes the pool tournament.
Well, that about wraps up
Elevator Etiquette 101. Ifyou
violate ANY ofthe rules listed
above, you may NOT use the
elevator! On the other hand,
if you follow these simple
rules, you will be less likely
to tick people off. THANK
YOU!

PRESS
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The month of October brings about thoughts of
spooks, goblins, and other nightmares. One of the
fears also related to this month is
.
triskaidekaphobia, the fear of the num?er 13. This
phobia has had an affect throughout history.
Friday marks the thirteenth da.y o~ the m~mthyikes! Besides the obvious fear msttlled wt.th those
"Friday the 13th" movies, some people bel.1eve
that the 13th day of the month combined wtth a
Friday creates an extra-exceptionally bad day.
Sailors believe the 13th to be an unlucky day by
objecting to leave a port on the 13th day,
particularly if it falls on Friday. They also fear
of starting a 13th voyage.
Most hotels avoid the number 13 as well.
Sometimes there is not a 13th floor, and more
often there is not a room 13. Theatres will
also follow this rule on occasion.
Thirteen around a table as being fatal is a
belief that started in Norse mythology. At
a Valhalla banquet, Loki showed up and
became the 13th guest causing Balder to
be slain.
So .... be careful tomorrow, Friday the
13th. Many accidents await both
imagined and unimagined, but of
course, that's all just 'Superstition.:)
Anyone who reads this and doesn't
like it should take a look at just how
many 13s there are in this editorial.
Then ... be very, very afraid because
something might happen to you
tomorrow.

Cameras a must

GIVE M.E

BACK MY

Triska yikes!
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CONt=EREMCE

Mark Milam

One issue that has risen from the ashes of the O.J. Simpson trial is
whether or not television cameras should be allowed in this nation's
courtrooms. Those who oppose cameras rightly point at the Simpson
episode and the obvious harm that cameras inflicted on the parties involved and the
resulting verdict.
On the other side is where I find myself. I am in favor of live cameras in the courtroom.
I readily agree with the notion that the affairs and actions of the court should be available
to the public.
The debate questioned whether the camera could, and possibly did, affect the responsibility of the court and the manner in which justice is served. While this is a good
argument, I believe that the public has a right to know what happens in our courtrooms.
The best way for the population to view the judicial system is televised coverage of the
courtrooms, granted that nothing like the circus of the O .J. trial should ever be permitted
again. The best way to convince people that the system works or miserably fails is to Jet
them watch and decide for themselves.
Already judges across the country are banning cameras from their courtrooms. In
Houston, the judge who is presiding over the Selena murder trial has ruled against cameras,
but that has done little to hinder the trial coverage. This should make my point very clear.
People are interested in this case, and they deserve to be able to watch the process. This
case is important not only to the parties directly involved, but to the local community.
By denying camera access, the opponents of television coverage might be serving
justice, but they are hardly serving the public.
Please correct me if I am wrong, but I thought justice was served for the people! If I am
right, then let the cameras roll.
Stop blaming everything connected to the aborted justice in the O.J.Simpson trial.
Many ugly factors came to play in the Simpson verdict. The cameras were not a factor;
they simply relayed the actual events and bizarre results as they happened.
If you do not like that fact I suggest you quit watching television and sell your set to the
pawn shop.
It is a better solution than limiting the public's right to knowledge.
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ISA wants
your cooperation
On behalf of the International Students'
Association, I want to ask for the help and
suppon of the students and faculty for our
biggest event of the year: International
ightl995. The purpose of this organization is to unite and promote the various
cultures represented at the UTPA campus.
Our second mission is to provide international students with the assistance to cope
with their new home. As international
students, we have been through this tough
road and have the knowledge and experience to make it easier for new comers.
With the participation of the ISA members
and the suppon of students and faculty, we
shall foster a multicultural campus life for
the benefit of the student body as a whole.
As it is known, our biggest event of the
year is International Night. This is a chance
for all students (not just international students) and faculty to represent a country by

J
either dancing, cooking, or modeling a
typical outfit and show the community
why you are proud of your country. We
havealreadystaned to organize this event
and ISA would really appreciate the support and help of those who want to participate.
If you are interested, stop by one of our
meetings which are held every Thursday
at 4:30 p.m. in the Women's Residence
Hall or give us a call at 381 -2591 (Thursday from 4:30-5:30 p.m.) and ask for an
International Students' Association representative.
YOU have a lot to offer and a book
cannot express what you have to tell us
about your own country. Come to the
International Students' Association and
help us by making INTERNATIO AL
NIGHT '95 possible.

Thank you.
Alejandro Galindo
ISA member.

Student receives
money due
For those of you who read the university
paper on September 28th are well aware
about my story. The university finally reimbursed my money after it had so unethically
taken it away from me. The humor to this is
that I received my money directly through the
campus mail and on the publication of my
lener{September 28). Payments and collections called me Tuesday of that week. I
received the message late and was unable to
return their call. As if it was going to make
a difference. I needed my money yesterday
nottoday.
I had my tuition paid in full since school
began but that is not the issue. The issue was
the university· s unethical apathy towards, not
only my money but every ones money. If
they were calling to inform me about my
money, I should not of been the only one
contacted. Every person that had been waiting for their money should of been contacted.

The problem with the university is it weighs
certain things more important than others,
when the only important thing that should
matter is us ''THE STUDENTS". We are
the proper investors of this great establishment of higher learning. We are the constituents whom make UTPA a thriving
university. If it was not for the student body
there wouldn ' t be a Pan American.
I wasjusta small voice within a crowd of
many. If we as the generation of tomorrow
would take a step forward and stand up for
what we believe in, maybe the university
would treat us with the respect we deserve.
What is the use of complaining all the time
if no one does something to fix the problem? I know this will not be the last time I
will have problems with my money or will
anyone else,just as this will not be the last
time the university will hear from me.

Marcicela Ponce
Junior
Biology major

The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns. They must be signed and include the writer's major. classification at UTPA db ty d
8
8
An address and phone number should be included for verification. letters should be no more than 1 1/2 pages. double spaced and typed. Those that are too long w·u a~
l ~ ~
I
and guest columns can be edited for style. length, libel. grammar and punctuation. but writer's meaning or opinion will not be changed. Deadline for letters and no truni' e e'.
4 p.m. Monday for publication on Thursday. letters can be brought to University Center Room 322 or mailed to The Pan American.
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RECENTLY,
MORNINGSTAR-CALLED
US CHEAP.
IT'S NOT EVERY DAY
YOU GET ACOMPLIMENT
LII<ETHAT.

11911:1
11fOU'VI
aorro 11
HURRYl
You know where
to call but do you have
the mobile phone to call with?

A

II financial companies charge operating fees

.fi. and expenses-some more than others. Of
course, the lower the expenses you pay, the better. That way more of your money goes where it
should-towards building a comfortable future.

We make low expenses a high priority.

• Every Phone in Stock FREE!*
• NEC &Motorola Pagers FREE!*

Because of our size and our exclusive focus
on serving the needs of educational and research
communities, TIAA-CR EF's costs are amoug the
lowest in the insurance and mutual fu nd industries.'
In fact, Morningstar, Inc. -one of the
nation's leading sources of variable annuity and
mut ual fund information-says, "Size isn't a constraint; it...enables CREF to realize a remarkable
economy of scale. "2 According to Morningstar's
data, C REF's "minuscule" 0.31% average fund
expense charge was less than half that charged
by comparable funds.'
TIAA's traditional annuity also charges no

• FREE Accessories/.
MUZA~ HOURS: Mon - Fri 9:30 - 5:30 Sat 10:00 - 1:00

fees aside from a very modest operating expense
of l/4 of I% of annuity assets. Interest and dividends are reported after all operating costs have
been deducted. Standard & Poor's calls TIAA's
costs "exceptionally low."•
Of course, expense:, are only one factor to
consider when you make an investment decision.
While we're committed to keeping our expenses
down, we spare nothing in .-riving to provide
top-quality investment choices, financial expertise, and personal service. Because that can make
a difference in the long run, too.

TIAA-CREF seeks performance, not profit.
At TIAA-CREF. we believe people would
like to spend more on retirement, not on their
reti rement company. If you'd like to see how
our approach can help keep more of your money
working for you, call us at I 800 842-2776 (8
a.m. to 11 p.m. ET, weekdays). We'd consider it
a compliment.

@
Southwestern Bell
Mobile Systems
Authorized Agent
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it~"'

CELLULAR PHONES: ONE OF LIFE'S NECESSITIES

EDINBURG Echo Hotel Center 380-3000
BROWNSVILLE
305 Boca Chica Tower

HARLINGEN
607 WHarrison

WESLACO
617 S Texas

McAUEN
1820N 10th

544-3000

412-3000

968-3000

631-3000

RIO GRANDE CITY
1300WMain

487-8000

i
~

~
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I. Slmrd.zrd <11".,.,.;, /11.mra,u't Ralut_q Amr(y..,4.1, 1995: Llppcr Analytic.I Services, Inc., Uf'/Nr-DUY't'l,,r,, •Analytlhll /Jola , 1995 (Quarterly).
2. Soum:: Morningstar, Vanabb tl,11111111r.•luf, ◄/12/95. 3. Of the 2.358 variable annu;ty funds tracked by Morn;np,ar.
the average fond had .a.nnua.l c,c~nl.t's of 0.78% plus an insurance c,cpen~ of 1.24%. Sourtt: Morningstar, Inc., for periods
Ra!U(f A,ra/y.,i., 1995.
ending July 31, 1995. ◄. Slml<Arrd <~ P.w·•

!,.,,,,..,,.«

TIAA-CREF expenaca arc subject to change and are not guaranteed for the future. CREF is a variable annuity and its rctuma arc not guaranteed. The value ofyour investment can go up or down, no mancr what expense levels are. CREF cenif,e,.1c1 arc distributed by TIAA-CREF
Individual and lnatitutiona..l &!rv1cea. For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2773, extension 6509,
, a pro,,pcctus. Read the proapcctus carcrully bcfor you invest or acnd money. Date or fir1t uac: 7/95.

·cenaln Ierms and condIt1ons apply. This otter expires October 31, 1995.
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COLLEGE NITEFASHIOn
Presents

MER~I~ ~ROUN D

SHOW

Every Thursday Enjoy
I

3 DRINK SPECIA LS

B PM TO II PM

ANY O'RINI( IN THE l(LUB

=

II

All Exotic Drinks 75 ¢
Long Isla nd's - Sex On The Beach - etc ..

All Imported Beers 75¢
Shiner Bock - Heineken - Zlrno's - etc ..

All Schnapps 7 5 ¢

SATUR DAY'S
••

DRLDoor

IG

The Best Of AMERICAN
& INTERN~TIONAL Music

ALTERNATIVE NIGHT
Best O f MTV's 1 20 Minutes
N ine Inch Nalls-Green Day-Morrissey-Cure
The Smiths-Thrill K Iii Kull-Front 242
N ltzor Ebb- Revolting Cocks- KMFDM- Bjork
Ministry-Smashing Pumpk ins-Sk inny Puppy
e,.aaure -

Oepeche Mode -

New Orde r

QUARTER DRINKS, QUARTER BEER - 8

NC>

CC>VER.

TILL

Jo germeifter • Goldschloge r- etc ..

All Premium Drinks 7 5 ¢
Chives - Crown - Jock Daniels - etc.

(Anything You Want!)

~,~r:, 100BAR DRINK~ AND DRAFT~ TO 11
•:I!. ICEHOUSE ALL nmu,(Lo~:::cks)
Al-WAY~ Two 1?Ariie~

- 1ST FLOOR-BORD NIGHT 2ND Rom-Live lock
Relive The Music Of The @11.1-l Presents
70's And Early 80's Crazg Diamond _

BY THE

llM~D
La Plaza Mall
Live In The Attic

suicide
tu egt9 a y
HIGHTHAAE IH X-STICEET
RETURNS
-~,~ TUESDAY IC118EIC 31S1

HDllDWEEN PARTY
6AsH PRIZES!

~ COSTUME CONTEST~

.
(

JJY:.Hl~t-iean
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Oct.13-Volleyball vs. Jacksonvlll• at 7:15 p.m. at Field House

us:;e::;::;::;::;::::::;:
=8;::00=p=.=m=.::;•:;t::;Fle::;::;ld::;::;H::;o
Siad. . .
S;;;;o;:ut;;;;h:;A;;la;;;;ba:::::::;ma:::::::;:;at
at 2'00 p.m. at:;
;;v;;s;;.vs
. .,._. . . . Llttlo R.ock
..,::::::::;P.:::::::;C::;":;Hf:::::::;i:;lf:;(/:::::::
Oct. 14- UTPA Socce,
t~nls ;=O;;;c;;t.;;1;;4-;;;;;V;;;o;;lle;;;;y:;ba;;;;;;ll;

,._,,,41~ .. e~~

~ ~ " ' , ~ ~ ~e
Carlos Ybanez
Assistant Sports Editor

A fun-filled evening of Midnight Madness kicks off the basketball season Saturday night at the Field House beginning
at 10 p.m. and culminating with the
season's first official basketball practice
at 12:01 a.m.
Festivities wi 11 include cash prizes, contests, and refreshments.
Hosted by the Delta Zeta sorority, Phi
Sigma Kappa, SGA, and several other
campus organizations, Midnight Madness
is an outgrowth of the NCAA's effort to
regulate the amount of time players practice.
The NCAA began limiting basketball
practice because as soon as school began,
basketball teams would also begin to prac-

tice. The NCAA felt the athletic programs were taking too much of the students' academic time, so they determined
the first official practice date to be Oct.
15.
Many athletic programs added a twist
by beginning practice at midnight, the official beginning of Oct. 15. It became a
festival event for universities across the
nation with organizations and students
participating in the spectacle. Of course,
it also allows both men's and women's
basketball programs to strut their stuff.
"We are very excited to perform at
Midnight Madness," Tim Thomas, interim head basketball coach, said. "The
guys are tired of conditioning and they
are ready to start practicing."
Many organizations have spread the
word around the university and the com-

Snow comes to the Valley

. -- -- - - - - - - - - - - .

Ev,..t, ,tAtt1>td (n H•-<"•~~f HA'"'"
Saturday, Octob..- 1•
1

~

.!:::~~:,:::"A

11:so-11:so conmtJudglng
fOI' Macarena contnt
11:so.11:ss •Lazy Duck"
11 :55-fnldnlght Introduction°' player■

Sunday, October 15

12:01 a.m. wann ups begin

12:1o Lady Bronca acrlmmage
12:15 duh for c:nh
12:2s a-tNCl«a and Bia«'• routine
Slam dunk exhibition
12:30 Bronc·• acrtmmage
12:40Blfndfoldcaahhunt

12:so Mac:arena contest flnala
ContNtwtnMBawarded

munity. One fraternity has passed out flyers in Edinburg and McAllen, and even at
Friday night high school football games.
In the first event of the evening,
Intramurals will host the Subway/UTPA
3-on-3 basketball Challenge. Entries for

□ Catch

Rodman
takes Bulls
by horns

of the Day

New director in charge of athletic media services
Melissa Vasquez
Sports Editor

His office is still
a mess, but within a
couple of weeks, a
little organization
and a coat of fresh
paint on the walls
David Snow, the
new director of media services, will
soon be at home in
Snow
his new office at the
Field House. As director of media services, Snow will be in charge of producing media guides for all sports as well as
cover men's basketball, women's volleyball, men's and women's tennis and men's
and women's golf for his sports information duties.
"The job I am doing is very similar to
what you may call, a co-sports information director like Jim McKone (sports
information director) i . He and I have
pretty much the same job," he said "I am
in charge of writing the media guides and
the brochures for all sports that is the main
thing."
Snow was notified of his position by
Athletic Director Gary Gallup in September and he said he was very thrilled to
hear that he had obtained the appoint-

ment. He said that he had heard the position was being offered by keeping in touch
with his long time friend and Lady Bronc
volleyball coach, Oscar Segovia.
"Oscar Segovia was a friend of mine
from Murray State and he thought the position would be opening up soon and he
told me to keep my eyes open for it," Snow
said. ''Then last February it was in the
NCAA News that Mark Vinson was going to leave and so I threw my resume
down here."
Before taking the position at
UTPA Snow worked as editor for the
Stewart-Houston Times in Erin, Tennessee. He was also a student assistant sports
information director from 1988-89 at his
alma mater, Murray State in Kentucky.
"I think more of my talents will be used
for sports information rather than for regular newspaper writing," he aid. "I love
sports, the college atmosphere with the
academics as well as athletics, so this job
suits me to a tee."
Since his arrival in the Valley Snow said
he has been getting acquainted with the
department as well as the student athletes.
So far he said he is very happy with the
area and the people.
"I think I am going to like it here, it is a
very beautiful area and the people have
all been friendly to me," Snow said.

The P111 Aatric:11111' Uzi Longoria

Miguel Paredes puts a move on a Borrego defen• •
Bonegoa bucked the Broncs 6-0.

the

Broncs lose to Borregos, 6-0; host Little Rock this weekend
UTPA, in an international soccer exhibition Saturday,lost 6-0 before 150
fans. Monterrey goaJkeeper Gerardo VillarreaJ saved all five other UTPA
Bronc shots on goal. Tech made six of its 11 shots.
The (U"St half, which ended 3-0, Tech made just one foul to UTPA's 16 as the
faster Borregos outran the Broncs. The second half, Tech made 10 fouls to
UTPA's four, and the Broncs threatened often. UTPA next plays ArkansasLittle Rock in Edinburg Sunday, Oct. 15.

Garcia sets record at Adrian Martinez invitational
At the Adrian Martinez InvitationaJ Cross Country MeetJessica Garcia
smashed a six-year old course record and her emotionally charged teammates
upset Southwest Texas State in cross country Saturday, 24-33 in the women's
race and 27-29 in the men's. Broncs Peter Carreon and Michael Hernandez
pushed to rmish 2-3 in 25:38 and 2S:41, and other Broncs finished 6-7-9-10.

.

men's and women's teams are due Friday begin, with the Lady Broncs scnmmaging first.
at 4 p.m.
After the scrimmage, in a Dash for Cash
Winners for first and second place will
receive ca h prizes donated by corporate contest sponsored by the athletic departsponsor Subway. The tournament should ment, one lucky person selected by his
d
30
secon s
begin around 10:30 p.m., depending on ticket stub number will have
when the women's 8 p.m. volleyball game to pick up as many $1 bills as he can from
100 bills scattered over the court.
ends.
The cheerleaders and Blazers will perarena
Mac
a
of
stage
first
the
ext comes
dance conte t. After the dance contest, the form next. Afterward, a slam dunk exhik h h
"Lazy Duck" will perform a mini skit. The bition will surely roe t e ouse. .
At 12:30 a.m., the Broncs will scrim"Lazy Duck" is the former Whitewing
mascot. Also, the new Bronc mascot mage for 10 to 20 minutes. Then there
will be a blindfold cash hunt, followed by
"Buck" will debut in a new uniform.
"Buck is here to work the crowd," the finals of the Macarena contest. A spirit
Charlie Caceres, intramurals coordinator, contest, consisting of the best poster, best
said. He's an added performer to the Blaz- painted face and be t chants, will follow.
Refreshments include free pizza and free
ers and cheerleaders.
Between 11 :55 p.m. and midnight, the hot dogs. Door prize will be awarded
players will be introduced. Practice will throughout the night.

A f t e r
spending a
summer
basking in
the media
spotlight and
sucking up to
Hollywood,
the multitalented, often
publicly-disturbed DenMark Milam
nis Rodman
basketsome
play
to
ready
be
to
appears
ball. You see, this is what he does between
motorcycle crashes, body piercing sessions, pizza commercials, and photo
shoots with national magazines. To the
great relief of the San Antonio Spurs, the
colorful forward and aspiring movie star
is taking his act out of town. The Spurs
packed his bags and sent them to Chicago,
probably by overnight mail, and definitely
without a return address.
The Pan American/ Liza Lon11.oria
That's right, the Worm is now a ChiLuis M. De Los Reyes of Team Bud beats two Air Correal
cago Bull. I really hate to say this but the
defenders for a long bomb pass.
season and hopes for a NBA championship appear slanted in the Bulls favor. It
hurts ev.en more knowing that Mr. Basketball, Michael Jordan, appears in top
form and hungry for another plate of NBA
Melissa Vasquez
be g lory. Both players apparently spent some
to
them
push
to
want
I
Sports Editor
the best basketball time in L.A. this summer playing ball,
While Paul Eubanks, new assistant basplayers they can be, not Rodman was making television appearances and Jordan was filming a movie.
ketball coach for the men's basketball
players,
basketball
only
Who knows what the King said to the
team, was growing up in Wolfe City in
but, hopefully, good Worm? Maybe they compared their c~amNorth Texas, his
pionship rings (both have a few) and their
high school athletic
students.
dissatisfaction with the NBA. Jordan was
career was devoted
to playing football.
Paul Eubanks a part of the group that turned the league
Eventually, he
Assistant Basketball Coach on its head this summer. Rodman has bitterly complained about his treatment
earned a football
within basketball. Throw in Mr.Whinner,
scholarship to the
new for me, but I am looking forward to Scottie Pippen, and you can see the forUniversity of Arkanit," Eubanks said. "It is going to be a chal- mation of a dangerous trio for Chicago this
sas where he played
and obviously that is the life blood season. Stand back and watch out. I am
lenge,
for Lou Holtz and
Eubanks
program."
the
of
sure it will be a wild one, and if you see
played in the Gator
As assistant basketball coach, his job is Spurs coach Bob Hill smiling .il 10, more
Bowl, before transferring to Baylor University where he played defensive line- to help the Bronc players, whether it be in you will know why.
shooting three-point shots or getting As
man.
At least Dennis Rodman answered his
courses.
English
their
in
Even though he was used to crashing
first critics in Chicago - those who
"If they have problems, I am here to help doubted he would show for the opening
helmets and crunching football pads,
Eubanks admits his first love was basket- them," he said. "I want to push them to be of training camp. Many critics expect that
ball which he did play while in high the best basketball players they can be, the same antics and distractions that Rodschool, but said he was not that good a not only basketball players, but, hopefully, man had with the Spurs are coming with
good students."
player.
him to the Bulls. Surprisingly, the Worm
Eubanks said with his promotion he will rose from the earth with a Bull's logo em"I don't have a love for the game of football like I have for basketball, but it is a pride him elf on the application of rules, blazoned into his freshly red-colored hair,
great sport to watch," Eubanks said. "It e pecially with the situation now burden- shoes off and unlaced, ready to play ball
is a very strategic game like ba ketball, ing the athletic department involving the in the NBA circus. As I said before, I rebut my game of preference, as far as basketball program.
ally have this deep resentment of the Chiethiand
mentally
felt
always
have
"I
coaching, is basketball."
cago Bulls that has built up over the years.
Eubanks has traded his football days for cally obliged from day one when I started It was slightly eased by the Bulls early exit
basketball, a sport in which he takes tre- coaching ... to follow the rules and go by last year. By May, I will be really angry
mendous pride, now that he has been pro- the rule book," he said. "I have every in- and down-right hateful, because the Bulls
moted to full-time assistant basketball tention of doing that."
with King Mike and the Worm will just
Now that the program is under scrutiny, be fr~e-wheeling to glory... but only if
coach for the Broncs.
Tim Thomas, interim coach for the Eubanks aid that the team will continue ~enms Rodman has not sprung a leak in
Broncs, recommended Eubanks to Ath- as usual with workouts and positive atti- ~IS he_ad ~gain, which often happened durletic Director Gary Gallup who appointed tudes until the problems are resolved.
ing his ttme with the Spurs. In the end,
"Coach Thomas and I just want to make
him.
wh~n this -~an com~s to play, he goes all
ure these guys are still going to work out. I saw it m Detroit, occasionally in San
Promoted from an administrative assistant position, Eubanks will have almost hard, play hard and they are going to rep- Ant~nio, ~nd who knows what will hapthe same duties as an assistant coach. resent our university well ... " he said. "We pen m Chicago? All I know is that after
However, he will have to deal with recruit- don' t want to miss a beat. We want to keep all the jive from the players and the ownment, something that is very new to him. going and so far we have really done ~rs this summer, I am fired-up for some
"Recruiting is going to be something well."
mtense basketball. I am sure Rodman and
the Bulls will satisfy!

,As LJ

New assistant coach appointed
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